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1. Introduction

Despite extensive research, the causes of Autistic Spectrum Disorders (ASD) are still unknown and no single explanation has been proposed that can account for the heterogeneous profile (Muller, 2007). The DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for ASD include deficits in social and communicative skills such as imitation, empathy, and shared attention, as well as restricted interests and repetitive patterns of behaviors. Elucidating the neuroetiology of these symptoms has been a challenge because the behavioral manifestations vary both in severity (high, medium, or low) as well as expression (Autistic Disorder, Asperger Syndrome, or Pervasive Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified) (Matson, 2006; Volkmar et al., 1994). Although a growing body of work has raised questions about the role of mirror neurons in human social behavior (Hickok, 2009; Lingnau et al., 2009), many recent studies suggest that a dysfunction in the frontal human mirror neuron system (hMNS) could potentially account for the social deficits in autism, including problems with imitation, understanding actions, emotion recognition, and empathy (Williams et al., 2001; Oberman et al., 2005; Dapretto et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2006).

Mirror neurons were initially reported by Rizzolatti and colleagues (di Pellegrino et al., 1992) in the premotor cortex of macaque monkeys (area F5), an area thought to be analogous to Broca’s area (Brodmann’s area 44) in humans (Buccino et al., 2001; Buccino et al., 2004; Petrides et al., 2005). Some cells in this region increase firing during the execution of an action as well as during observation of a similar action performed by others. This execution/observation matching feature is hypothesized to provide a mechanism for...
mapping seeing into doing and vice versa – a mechanism capable of internally mirroring the action it perceives and performing a “simulation” of the action without accompanying motor execution (Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004). Furthermore, the existence of auditory mirror neurons in the same region make it likely that a system exists that responds to implied action or attention to movement in the absence of discrete visual perception of the action (Umilta et al., 2001; Kohler et al., 2002; Iacoboni et al., 2005).

While individual mirror neurons have not been studied directly in humans, the existence of an analogous system has been supported by indirect population-level measures including transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS: (Fadiga et al., 1999)), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI: (Iacoboni et al., 1999), and electroencephalogram/magnetoencephalogram (EEG/MEG: (Pineda, 2005; Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2004; Muthukumaraswamy & Singh, 2008; Hari et al., 1997). These and many other studies strongly support the existence of a mirror neuron system consisting of interconnected regions, in the ventral premotor area (PMv) of the IFG, parietal frontal (PF) in the rostral cortical convexity of the inferior parietal lobule (IPL), and the superior temporal sulcus (Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004; Iacoboni et al., 2005; Buccino et al., 2004). MEG and EEG studies have further suggested that mirroring activity is reflected in the mu frequency oscillations (8-13 Hz, 13-15 Hz, and 15-25 Hz) measured over the sensorimotor cortex (Hari et al., 1997; Cochin et al., 1999; Pineda et al., 2000; Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2004; Muthukumaraswamy & Johnson, 2004). Although some of these frequency bands overlap with the traditional alpha frequency band, the evidence argues for distinct neural sources (Niedermeyer, 1997). More specifically, traditional alpha oscillations reflect visual information processing in the occipital lobes and are readily affected by the opening and closing of the eyes. In contrast, mu rhythms are generated in more anterior sources and are not susceptible to eye closure. It is also assumed that their sources are in sensorimotor cortices, where neurons fire synchronously while at rest to produce high amplitude oscillations measured at the scalp. It is argued that input from premotor areas, presumably correlated with mirroring or simulation activity, produces asynchronous firing in the sensorimotor circuits during self, observed, and imagined movement resulting in suppressed or desynchronized EEG activity (Gastaut & Bert, 1954; Pfurtscheller & Aranibar, 1979; Pineda et al., 2000; Pineda, 2005).

Such suppression to observed movement in the absence of self movement is hypothesized to reflect downstream modulation of sensorimotor circuits by premotor hMNS (Altshuler et al., 1998; Oberman et al., 2005; Pineda, 2005). In short, hMNS is hypothesized to be engaged during the observation of actions and thought to be one of the neural mechanisms by which we comprehend such actions (Gallese et al., 1996; Rizzolatti & Fabbri-Destro, 2009), understand the goal or intentions of those actions (Blakemore et al., 2001), learn through imitation (Williams et al., 2001; Wohlschlag & Bekkering, 2002), interpret facial expressions (Carr et al., 2003), and exhibit empathy (Leslie et al., 2004). Given these relationships, Williams et al. (Williams et al., 2001) posited that a developmental deficiency in hMNS could lead to problems in imitation learning and account for the type of theory of mind deficits thought to occur in ASD individuals (Baron-Cohen et al., 1985; Baron-Cohen et al., 1997; Baron-Cohen, 2009). That is, an inability to “form and coordinate social responses of self and others via amodal or cross-modal representation processes” could impede early affective, social, and communication development (Ozonoff et al., 1991; Rogers et al., 2003).
Impairments in individuals with autism include deficits in behaviors that parallel the presumed functions of hemispheric mechanisms (hMNS) (Rogers et al., 2003; Leslie et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2004; Buxbaum et al., 2005). Anatomical evidence provides support for such a link. Villalobos et al (Villalobos et al., 2005) found reduced functional connections between the inferior frontal cortex and primary visual area (V1) while Just et al (Just et al., 2004) found reduced functional connections between the inferior frontal cortex and other areas during language tasks. Recent neurophysiological studies provide further evidence for an hMNS dysfunction in individuals with ASD (Just et al., 2004). Oberman et al (Oberman et al., 2005) found that children with ASD, when compared to matched typically-developing controls, exhibit mu suppression for self but not observed action. In a study by Dapretto et al (Dapretto et al., 2006) comparing children with ASD to typically developing children it was found that ASD children did not show activation of the IFG during imitation of facial expressions.

Recent studies argue that many aspects of autism arise from atypical anatomical connections and therefore produce altered activity between different areas in the brains (Courchesne & Pierce, 2005). Such a ‘disconnection syndrome’ as a function of hypoconnectivity could lead to desynchronization and ineffective inter- and interhemispheric communication impacting many neural circuits. If hMNS is dysfunctional because of altered connectivity, it seems appropriate to consider whether it is possible to change cortical dynamics in this circuit to induce neural plastic changes that would normalize those connections and inter alia alleviate symptoms of the disorder. One approach in this regard is plasticity-inducing rehabilitation training (PIRT), which utilizes neurofeedback training of EEG signals as a form of operant conditioning (Lubar 1997). This type of training has been used clinically for many years and provides real-time feedback to the user allowing for alteration and enhancement of brain function (Hirshberg et al., 2005). One explanation of how such training produces its behavioral and electrophysiological effects is by gaining access to and control over regulatory mechanisms that increase or decrease synchronous or desynchronous activity in thalamocortical networks (Lilienfeld, 2005). This leads to the induction of neural plastic changes.

To verify and extend the positive changes in behavior reported in previous autism work with neurofeedback (Pineda et al., 2008; Coben et al., 2009; Jarusiewicz, 2003), the following study was designed to compare the effects of this type of training methodology on high-functioning children with ASD compared to typically-developing matched controls. Participants received a total of 30 hrs of training and were assessed with a large variety of cognitive assessment tools.

2. Methods

2.1 Participants

Eighteen individuals diagnosed with autism (17 male, 1 female; right-handed), as well as twelve typically developing (TD) individuals (10 males; 2 females) were initially recruited for the study. One participant was diagnosed as low-functioning and was not included in the analyses. An additional autistic child and one TD child completed pretraining assessments but did not complete the 20 weeks of training. Hence, post-training analyses included 16 participants with autism (age 6-17; M = 9.8 ± 3.3 years) and 11 TD (age 6-17; M = 11.2 ± 3.5 years). Autism participants were recruited through Valerie’s List, a listserv of families and professionals in the San Diego autism community. Parents were asked to provide an outside diagnosis, which was verified by a licensed clinical psychologist not
associated with the research. In most cases this involved administration of the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule – Generic (ADOS-G), the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R), and the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) (see Table 1). Based on the results of these assessments and clinical judgment all 16 children met criteria for Autism Spectrum Disorder. All were considered high-functioning, defined as having age appropriate verbal comprehension abilities and an IQ greater than 80. No children were diagnosed with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and only one child had experienced epileptic-like seizures prior to the study. TD participants scored within the normal range on a standardized test of intelligence, had no neurological or psychological disorder, and were matched on chronological age and gender with a participant in the ASD group. All participants and their guardians (for children under 18 years of age) signed the informed consent form before participating. The protocol was approved by the University of California, San Diego’s Institutional Review Board and the study has been performed in accordance with the ethical standards described in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IQ Verbal</th>
<th>IQ Non Verbal</th>
<th>IQ Full</th>
<th>ADI COM</th>
<th>ADI SOC</th>
<th>ADI REP</th>
<th>ADOS COM</th>
<th>ADOS SOC</th>
<th>ADOS C+S</th>
<th>ADOS REP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASD</td>
<td>105.4</td>
<td>108.1</td>
<td>107.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD</td>
<td>114.7</td>
<td>109.7</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Mean scores on the WASI, ADI, and ADOS

2.2 Cognitive assessments
All participants received a series of electrophysiological, cognitive, behavioral, and parental-assessments before and after 30 hours of PIRT over a 20 week period. These included a mini-Quantitative EEG (mini-QEEG), Suppression Indices for all frequencies, including mu suppression index (MSI), evaluation of imitation and sustained attention, and parental assessments.

2.2.1 Mini-QEEG
Participants were asked to remain still and to relax for one minute intervals while EEG was recorded from two sites at a time over six intervals for a total of twelve EEG sites. Participants were given a short break after each minute of recording. Mini-QEEG is used to assess the asymmetry and coherence of the scalp-recorded EEG at rest and provides an electrophysiological profile indicating the degree of functional connectivity between different pairs of electrodes that reflect processing in distinct cortical areas.

2.2.2 Suppression indices
The mu suppression index (MSI) is an electrophysiological tool developed by Oberman et al (Oberman et al., 2005) to measure the changes in mu power during the observation of
biological or non-biological movement that is either goal- or non-goal oriented. Similar indices for other EEG frequencies (delta, theta, SMR, beta, and gamma) were computed in addition to the MSI. Recordings were taken while participants viewed silent action videos (120 seconds each) on a computer monitor while performing a continuous performance attention task (counting the number of pauses in the action). A baseline, non-biological “Ball” condition consisted of two light gray balls (32.9 cd/m²) on a black background (1.0 cd/m²) moving vertically towards each other, touching in the middle of the screen, and then moving apart to their initial starting position. The ball stimulus subtended 2° of visual angle when touching in the middle of the screen and 5° at its maximal point of separation. Experimental, biological movement conditions incorporated simple and complex non-goal and goal-directed movements. Simple non-goal directed movement included a hand opening and closing (Hand). This motion was visually equivalent to the trajectory taken by the bouncing ball in the “Ball” video and subtended 5° of visual angle when open and 2° when closed. Simple goal-directed movement included a hand extracting a crayon from a crayon box using a precision grip (Crayon), and complex goal-directed movement included three individuals playing catch with a small ball (Social). Videos were presented at a distance of 48 cm. The hand, crayon, and crayon box were medium gray (8.6 cd/m²) on a black background (3.5 cd/m²). The social video was in color.

2.2.3 Imitation tasks
Imitation abilities were assessed using the Apraxia Imitation Scale (AIS), developed by De Renzi and normed in the general public (De Renzi E. et al., 1980). This test measures imitation ability of arm/hand, finger, and general movements of varying complexity. The experimenter demonstrates each movement and participants are instructed to attempt to copy the movement exactly. Each movement is repeated three times.

2.2.4 Sustained attention
Participants were administered the visual form of the Test of Variables of Attention (TOVA) to measure sustained attention. The TOVA is a computerized visual continuous performance test for the diagnosis and treatment of children and adults with attentional disorders (Greenberg & Waldman, 1993). The visual form of the TOVA has been normed in the general population.

2.2.5 Parental assessment
One of the parents for each of the ASD participants completed the Autism Treatment Evaluation Checklist before and after training. ATEC calculates four subscale scores in which ASD individuals have known deficits: speech/language communication, sociability, sensory/cognitive awareness, and health/physical/behavior, as well as a total score. These are weighted according to the response and the corresponding subscale. The higher the subscale and total scores, the more impaired the individual. Participants in the TD group were not administered the ATEC.

2.3 EEG recording
The resting EEG from twelve scalp electrode sites was recorded for the mini-QEEG using a Brainmaster 2.5W system and Mini-Q software. The sites were recorded in pairs with a sampling rate of 256 Hz referenced to mastoids and grounded at Fpz. The MSI was
extracted from EEG recorded from the C3 site over the left hemisphere and C4 over the right hemisphere at a sampling rate of 256 Hz, referenced at the mastoids and grounded at Fpz. PIRT required the use of BioExplorer software, a Brainmaster 2.5W system, and a five electrode configuration. EEG from the C4 over the right hemisphere was recorded using a sampling rate of 256 Hz, referenced to the right ear lobe, and grounded at the left ear lobe. EMG was recorded from the right trapezius muscle of the shoulder and referenced to the left trapezius muscle. The EMG was bandpass filtered for 30-60 Hz, a frequency range previously found to be sensitive to movement artifact.

2.4 Plasticity-Inducing Rehabilitation Training (PIRT)

Both ASD and TD groups received a total of 30 hours of PIRT in either 30 minute sessions three times a week or 45 minute sessions twice a week for approximately 20 weeks. Children played a variety of video games, such as racecar, asteroids, and jigsaw puzzle completions during this training. Both groups received feedback focused on the high mu band (10-13 Hz) recorded over the right sensorimotor area (C4) and referenced to the right earlobe, as well as on EMG activity (30-60 Hz) recorded from the right trapezius muscle referenced to the left trapezius muscle. Feedback was given based on satisfying two conditions: 1) power in the mu band exceeded a specified threshold, and 2) power from the muscle electrodes fell below a specified threshold. When both criteria were met, the video game progressed (e.g., car moved along the track) and a pleasant tone sounded. When the criteria were not met, visual and auditory feedbacks paused. Thresholds for both EEG and EMG channels were set as a function of the levels in the initial mini QEEG analysis and subsequently raised as a function of the preceding session. All participants viewed a computer screen displaying two threshold bars on the left and right side of a video game window. The left threshold bar corresponded to power in the 10-13 Hz band and the right threshold bar corresponded to power in the EMG band. Participants were instructed to make the mu band display larger in order to exceed a threshold bar, while making the EMG band display fall below a threshold bar. In order to help children stay focused, the experimenter encouraged them to pay attention to the game to meet these goals.

EMG feedback was included in the design for two reasons. First, it ensured that children could not advance in the game by producing movement-induced power increases in the entire EEG spectrum. Second, it allowed us to distinguish improvement effects as a function of EEG modulation, modulation of autonomic nervous system activity, or placebo effects. Because the comparison was between ASD and TD groups, nonspecific effects, such as child-trainer interaction would not explain any significant differences.

3. Results

Mixed ANOVAs were used to analyze all the data, including training performance, EEG power, suppression indices, imitation, TOVA, ATEC, and mini-QEEG results. Step down ANOVAs and post hoc comparisons with Bonferroni corrections were performed on data with significant effects. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction for degrees of freedom was applied. A summary of the results can be seen in Table 2.

3.1 Training performance

A behavioral performance measure was computed during training based on the number of hits achieved during each session multiplied by the mu rhythm threshold level established
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Assessment tool | Effects of training
--- | ---
TOVA | No change
ATEC | • Total scores ↓
  • Scores of sociability subscale ↓
  • Scores of sensory/cognitive awareness subscale ↓
Imitation | • Under imitation errors ↓
  • No imitation errors ↓
  • Over imitation errors ↑
Absolute power | • Overall absolute power ↓
  • Beta and gamma frequencies ↓
  • Theta and mu frequencies ↑
Mu Suppression | • Social > Hand > Crayon
  • All frequencies ↓
EEG coherence | • Delta, theta and mu coherence ↑
  • SMR, beta, high beta and gamma coherence ↓

Table 2. Summary of Results

for that session (Hits/Min*MuThr). Sessions were then aggregated into phases with Phase 1 including the first 5 training sessions as a baseline, Phase 2 included sessions 6-20 and Phase 3 included all sessions after session 20. These data were analyzed using phases (3) as a within subjects factor and group (ASD, TD) as a between subjects factor.

A highly significant main effect of phase occurred, with Phase 1 exhibiting the smallest hit rate (96.4), Phase 2 with a higher hit rate (132.5), and Phase 3 showing the highest rate (150.6), $F(2,52) = 20.8, p < 0.001$. There was also a significant interaction between phases x group, $F(2,26) = 5.04, p < 0.05$. Step-down one-way ANOVAs confirmed that the only significant difference between groups occurred in Phase 3 ($p < 0.01$). As can be observed from Fig. 1, both groups demonstrated increases in their performance with PIRT, although the TD group profiles a steeper learning curve, while the ASD group appears to plateau in the later sessions.

3.2 Behavioral assessments
3.2.1 Sustained attention

The various subscales of the TOVA (attention deficit hyperactivity disorder or ADHD scores, errors of omission, errors of commission, time response, variability reaction time, and signal detection) were analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVAs including training (pre, post) and subscales (6) as within subjects factor and group (ASD, TD) as a between subjects factor.

A highly significant main effect of subscals indicated that standard scores for errors of commission (95.3) and reaction times (95.1) were larger than errors of omission (87.6), reaction time variability (84.2), and signal detection (88.8), $F(4,104) = 7.15, p < 0.001$. Stepdown ANOVAs for each subscale indicated that the only one reaching statistical significance between groups were errors of omission where the mean ASD score was lower (82) compared to that for the TD group (93), $F(1,26) = 4.57, p < 0.05$. Analysis of $z$-scores produced a highly significant main effect of subscals, $F(5,130) = 12.24, p < 0.001$ indicating that the ADHD (-1.87) and reaction time variability (-1.05) had the largest $z$-scores compared...
Fig. 1. Behavioral learning curves for ASD and TD groups during plasticity-inducing rehabilitation training. Performance measure was computed based on the number of hits achieved during each session multiplied by the threshold level of the mu rhythm for that session (Hits/Mins*MuThr). Illustrates scores aggregated into sessions 1-5 (Phase1), sessions 6-20 (Phase 2) and sessions after session 20 (Phase 3).

to intermediate scores for errors of omission (-0.82) and signal detection (-0.75), while reaction time (-0.32) and errors of commission (-0.19) showed the lowest scores. Errors of omission was the only subscale that produced a statistically significant z-score difference, with the ASD group exhibiting a z-score further from the mean (-1.2) than the TD group (-.5), $F(1,26) = 4.56, p < 0.05$.

3.2.2 Imitation

Scores on the AIS were used to compute four levels of accuracy: no imitation, under imitation, correct imitation and over imitation. Sessions were videotaped and later analyzed by three independent raters. Lack of imitation of a movement was scored as a 0 (no imitation), partial imitation was given a 0.5 score (a score $> 0.5$ but $< 1$ was considered under imitation), accurate imitation was scored as a 1, while excessive imitation was given a 1.5 score (anything $> 1.0$ was considered over imitation). These scores were then subjected to a non-parametric analysis using the Kruskal-Wallis analysis of ranks with factors of imitation type (no imitation, under imitation, correct imitation, over imitation) and training (pre, post) as within subjects factors and group (ASD, TD) as a grouping factor.

Analysis of the AIS indicated that pre-training ranking of no imitation scores was significantly different between groups, with ASD showing a larger number of no responses (17.97) compared to the TD group (9.88), $\chi^2(1, N = 28) = 7.12, p < .01$. These differences disappeared post-training, $\chi^2(1, N = 28) = 0.164, p = .69$. A similar difference occurred pre-training for correct imitation scores. ASD children had less correct responses (11.83)
compared to TD children (18.33), $\chi^2 (1, N = 28) = 4.78, p < .05$. In contrast, following training the differences were not statistically significant in that the ASD (13.47) group had about the same level of responding as the TD group (15.88), $\chi^2 (1, N = 28) = 0.64, p = .42$. No differences occurred between groups for under- and over-imitation responses.

3.2.3 ATEC parental assessments

Each of the four dimensions of symptoms measured by the ATEC, which includes speech/language communication, sociability, sensory/cognitive awareness, health/physical/behavior contain descriptions of behaviors that are rated on a scale of 1-5. Each score on these dimensions, as well as the total score, were converted to a percentage of the highest possible score for that dimension. These percentile scores were then analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA with training (pre, post) and subscales (5) as within subjects factors.

There was a highly significant main effect of subscales in which scores on the sociability subscale were the highest and therefore indicated the most impairment, while speech/language communication were the lowest and indicated the least impairment, $F(4,60) = 33.0, p < 0.001$. There was also a significant main effect of training on all scores such that post-training produced a lowering of scores (0.20) relative to pre-training (0.25), $F(1,15) = 4.73, p < 0.05$. Finally, there was a significant training x subscales interaction, $F(4,60) =$
3.78, \( p < 0.05 \). As illustrated in Fig. 3, training produced a reduction in all scores, with the greatest changes occurring in the sociability and sensory/cognitive awareness dimensions.

**ATEC SCORES**

![ATEC Scores Graph](image)

Fig. 3. Scores on the Autism Treatment Evaluation Checklist (ATEC). Questionnaire was filled out by the same parent before and following the 20 weeks of training. Graph depicts the total score (ATEC score), as well as scores on the speech/language communication (SLC), sociability (SOC), sensory/cognitive awareness (SCA), and health/physical/behavior (HPB) subscales.

### 3.3 Electrophysiological results

#### 3.3.1 Absolute power

The first and last ten seconds of EEG recorded during the observation of movement in the various video conditions were eliminated in order to remove attentional transients due to initiation and termination of the stimulus. The remaining one-minute segments were combined with data from the same conditions resulting in two, one-minute segments of data per condition. Eye blinks and movement artifacts were removed automatically as well as manually prior to analyses. A Fast Fourier Transform was performed on the edited data set (1024 points) using cosine windowing to control for artifacts resulting from data splicing. Absolute power at scalp locations corresponding to premotor cortex (\( C_3, C_Z, \) and \( C_4 \)) was compared to baseline condition. Absolute power was analyzed using training (pre, post-), video type (crayon, hand, social), and frequencies (delta, theta, mu, SMR, beta, gamma) as within subjects factors and group (ASD, TD) as a between subjects factor.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, there was a main effect of video type such that experimental conditions (Hand, Crayon, Social) were significantly reduced in power from baseline (Ball), \( F(3,78) = 8.24, \ p < 0.05 \). Pairwise comparisons confirmed that responses to the Social video varied significantly from baseline (\( p < 0.01 \)), while Hand (\( p = 0.06 \)) and Crayon (\( p = 0.92 \)) were not significant. Additionally, a video type x training interaction indicated that while
the effect of training was to reduce power, the largest reduction occurred in the baseline condition, $F(3,78) = 3.65, p < 0.05$. No differences occurred between groups. Step down analysis for each video type revealed that the responsiveness to the Ball condition reflected a marginally significant effect of training, $F(1,26) = 4.08, p = 0.054$. That is, participants displayed reduced mu power to the baseline Ball condition post-training. A highly significant training x frequencies interaction, $F(5,130) = 14.7, p < 0.001$ indicated that the decrease was primarily in the beta and gamma frequencies. Highly significant training x frequencies interactions also occurred for responses to the Hand ($F(5,130) = 9.68, p < 0.001$), Crayon ($F(5,130) = 10.3, p < 0.001$), and Social videos ($F(5,130) = 8.55, p < 0.001$). In all these cases, power increased post-training, primarily for theta and mu frequencies, while decreases occurred primarily for beta and gamma bands.

![Fig. 4. Mu power in response to the observation of movement in the various videos (Ball, Hand, Crayon, and Social). The Ball video was used as the baseline condition. Note the decrease in mu power in the experimental conditions relative to baseline.](image)

3.3.2 Suppression indices
In order to control for individual differences in scalp thickness and electrode impedance, a ratio of absolute power between the experimental and baseline conditions was calculated. A log transform of these ratios was used since ratio data are inherently non-normal as a result of lower bounding. A log ratio less than zero indicates suppression, a value of zero indicates no suppression and a value greater than zero indicates enhancement. Suppression indices were analyzed using training (pre, post-), video type (crayon, hand, social), and frequencies (delta, theta, mu, SMR, beta, gamma) as within subjects factors and group (ASD, TD) as a between subjects factor.
There was an overall main effect of training on suppression indices with more suppression observed pre-training (-.17) compared to post-training (-.028), $F(1,26) = 6.09, p < 0.05$. There was also a main effect of video type in which the largest suppression occurred to the social video (-.129), followed by the hand (-.091) and then the crayon (-.079), $F(2,52) = 4.06, p < 0.05$. A main effect of frequencies occurred ($F(5,130) = 3.12, p < 0.05$), although pairwise comparisons did not show any that differed significantly. Nonetheless, a highly significant training x frequencies interaction, $F(5,130) = 7.43, p < 0.001$ indicated that all frequencies were reduced following training.

### 3.3.3 Mini QEEG

Covariance of power at two sites (amplitude coherence), asymmetry, and attention indices (theta/alpha, theta/SMR, theta/beta, mu/beta ratios) were measured as part of the mini-QEEG analysis and analyzed using repeated measures ANOVAs with frequency bands (delta, theta, mu, SMR, beta, high beta, gamma), electrode pairs (C3/C4, F3/F4, Fz/Cz, O1/O2, P3/P4, T3/T4) and training (pre, post) as within subjects factors and group (ASD, TD) as a between subjects factor.

In terms of asymmetry, there was an overall (across group and training) marginally significant effect of frequency bands, $F(6,156) = 2.95, p = 0.058$, with none of the pairwise comparisons reaching significance. Individual ANOVAs for each frequency band showed that only the delta frequency exhibited a main effect of electrode pair, $F(5,130) = 4.13, p < 0.05$ such that the main difference occurred between F3/F4 and both T3/T4 ($p < 0.01$) and O1/O2 ($p < 0.05$). In terms of amplitude coherence, there was a highly significant main effect of electrode pairs, $F(5,130) = 18.1, p < 0.001$ such that coherence at temporal (T3/T4) and parietal (P3/P4) sites were significantly different from all other pairs of electrodes. These differences varied across groups since there was a group x electrode pairs interaction, $F(5,26) = 2.79, p < 0.05$. There was also a highly significant main effect of frequencies, $F(6,156) = 478.5, p < 0.001$ as well as a frequencies x training interaction, $F(6,156) = 6.4, p < 0.01$. Step down analyses of the individual frequencies revealed that delta, theta, and mu coherence increased or tended to increase with training but SMR, beta, high beta, and gamma decreased or tended to decrease. Only the SMR data for both groups, as illustrated in Fig. 5, displayed a marginally significant training x group interaction, $F(1,26)=3.96, p = 0.057$. That is, following training the ASD group exhibited a statistically significant decrease in coherence compared to the TD group.

### 3.3.4 Frequency band ratios

Analysis of the ratios of the asymmetry data for the various frequencies revealed a main effect, with the theta/alpha ratio being closest to 1, while theta/SMR (1.05) and theta/beta (1.08) were both significantly larger, $F(3,78) = 4.41, p < 0.05$. These asymmetry ratios varied as a function of location since there was an electrode pair x ratio interaction, $F(15,390) = 3.57, p < 0.05$.

### 4. Discussion

Results from this study provide evidence for significant positive effects of plasticity-inducing rehabilitation training (PIRT) on the behavioral, cognitive, and electrophysiological indices of children with autistic spectrum disorders (ASD). The effectiveness of this type of operant training is supported by the fact that both ASD and typically-developing (TD)
children learned to modulate the amplitude of EEG mu rhythm oscillations (10-13 Hz) across the 20 weeks of training. Learning rates differed between groups, with ASD children exhibiting a more gradual learning curve and ultimately a leveling of their performance during the later stages of training. Such learning impacted a number of behavioral, cognitive and electrophysiological measures. Some of these measures, however, like the assessment of sustained attention using the Test of Variable Attention (TOVA) scale showed group differences in terms of errors of omission and response times but were not significantly affected by the training. While ASD children were significantly more impaired in sustained attention compared to the TD group, with larger differences from the mean than the control group, sustained attention was insensitive to PIRT. In contrast, in terms of the assessment of imitation skills, results indicated that ASD children exhibited significantly more no imitation responses than the TD group, as well as reduced levels of correct responses prior to training. Training had a significant impact on reducing the lack of imitation behaviors while increasing the tendency to correctly imitate. Positive behavioral changes were also noted by parents using the Autism Treatment Evaluation Checklist (ATEC) scale of participant’s behaviors following training. Results suggest that the greatest impairment measured in the ASD group before training was in the sociability subscale. Training significantly reduced those scores, as well as scores on the sensory/cognitive awareness subscale. Reduction of such scores indicates behavioral improvement.

The present results are consistent with a variety of studies that have provided evidence that EEG neurofeedback training can be an effective form of intervention for ASD symptoms (Jarusiewicz, 2003; Pineda et al., 2008). All studies in the recent literature using this methodology have reported significant reductions in autistic symptoms following such training. In a single case study, Sichel et al. (Sichel, 1995) reported positive changes in all
DSM-IV-R diagnostic criteria for autism. Jarusiewicz (Jarusiewicz, 2003) reported an average of 26% improvement in the ATEC in 12 children diagnosed with autism, compared to 3% improvement in a control group. Pineda et al. (Pineda et al., 2008) reported decreased mu power and coherence, increased sustained attention ability, improved imitation ability, and improved scores on the Sensory/Cognitive subscale of the ATEC in children with ASD compared to a placebo group following training. Similarly, Coben et al. (Coben et al., 2009) validated EEG neurofeedback as a therapeutic modality for autistic children and argued that changes in connectivity anomalies may be related to the mechanism of action.

There was no distinction in the present study between ASD and TD groups in terms of electrophysiological responses to the variety of observed movement in the videos. Both groups displayed a gradient in such suppression with respect to the type of movements observed. The social video elicited the largest suppression, followed by the hand and then the crayon video. This is consistent with previous studies indicating a normal gradient of mu rhythm responsiveness as a function of sociability (Oberman et al., 2006). However, one difference between the current and previous results was the effect of training on mu rhythm suppression. Whereas in the earlier study, mu rhythm suppression increased with training, it decreased in the current study. One possible explanation for these differences may be that in the present study all frequencies, including the mu rhythm, showed an overall amplitude reduction in ASD children following training. Because the decreases were seen for all frequencies, it suggests a more general explanation of the results. That is, since suppression is typically computed as the ratio of experimental to the baseline condition, a training difference could result from changes in either one. The results indicated that the effect of training was to reduce power and the largest reduction occurred in response to the baseline Ball video. Additionally, while absolute power in response to Ball was reduced, responses to Hand, Crayon, and Social videos exhibited increases in power with training, especially for theta and mu frequencies, while decreases occurred primarily in the beta and gamma frequencies.

EEG asymmetry measures differed significantly between groups, but only delta frequencies showed a significant asymmetry between cortical areas, specifically those in the frontal and temporo-occipital regions. In contrast, measures of coherence indicated more widespread effects across all frequencies and especially between regions in temporo-parietal cortex and other electrode sites. PIRT also had a significant impact on amplitude coherence. Slower EEG oscillations (delta, theta, mu) tended to increase in coherence, while faster oscillations (SMR, beta, gamma) tended to decrease. Overall, the most significant difference occurred for the SMR frequency band.

EEG rhythmic oscillations are assumed to be generated by thalamocortical circuits and modulated by a variety of motivational, attentional, motor, and cognitive factors (Sterman, 1996). The PIRT intervention is grounded in the theory of operant conditioning and reinforcement in which participants are taught to modulate and volitionally control specific EEG frequencies. One explanation of how this methodology produces its behavioral and electrophysiological effects is by gaining access to and control over regulatory mechanisms that increase or decrease synchronous or desynchronous activity in thalamocortical networks (Lubar, 1997), leading to the induction of neural plastic changes. Egner et al. (Egner et al., 2004) have argued that an assumption in the neurofeedback field that motivates clinical practice, especially the use of pre-training quantitative EEG assessments to formulate training protocols, is that “spectral EEG variables related to the operant learning of EEG frequency modulation mediate observed behavioural effects.”
Although this assumption has had little support from the clinical research literature, several studies have provided evidence of beneficial effects of neurofeedback training on healthy human participants (Egner et al., 2002; Egner et al., 2004; Egner & Gruzelier, 2004). The present results are consistent with the general beneficial effects of such training on children on the autism spectrum but do not support the assumption that operant training contingencies result in corresponding enhancement/suppression of only the trained frequency components. Indeed, our results suggest a widespread nonspecific effect of training on most other EEG frequencies.

4.1 Conclusion
Sixteen high-functioning autistic spectrum disorder (ASD) participants and twelve typically-developing (TD) participants received twenty weeks of plasticity-inducing rehabilitation training (PIRT) centered on the high mu frequency band (10-13 Hz). Training had a significant impact on reducing the lack of imitation behaviors in ASD children while increasing correct imitation responses. While pre-training assessments indicated that the greatest impairment in the ASD group occurred in the sociability subscale of the Autism Treatment Evaluation Checklist, training reduced those scores as well as scores on the sensory/cognitive awareness subscale, indicating behavioral improvement. Furthermore, PIRT had significant and widespread effects on EEG coherence measures with slower EEG rhythms (delta, theta, and mu) increasing coherence with training, while faster rhythms (SMR, beta, and gamma) decreased coherence. These results suggest that operant conditioning of EEG mu rhythms can induce global neural changes with positive consequences on both the electrophysiology and behavior in high-functioning children on the autism spectrum.
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The book covers some of the key research developments in autism and brings together the current state of evidence on the neurobiologic understanding of this intriguing disorder. The pathogenetic mechanisms are explored by contributors from diverse perspectives including genetics, neuroimaging, neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, neurochemistry, neuroimmunology, neuroendocrinology, functional organization of the brain and clinical applications from the role of diet to vaccines. It is hoped that understanding these interconnected neurobiological systems, the programming of which is genetically modulated during neurodevelopment and mediated through a range of neuropeptides and interacting neurotransmitter systems, would no doubt assist in developing interventions that accommodate the way the brains of individuals with autism function. In keeping with the multimodal and diverse origins of the disorder, a wide range of topics is covered and these include genetic underpinnings and environmental modulation leading to epigenetic changes in the aetiology; neural substrates, potential biomarkers and endophenotypes that underlie clinical characteristics; as well as neurochemical pathways and pathophysiological mechanisms that pave the way for therapeutic interventions.
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